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GoToTags Windows App 

GoToTags is a useful app that enables computer users to easily create and read NFC tags on their PCs. The application was
designed to work with NFC readers (e.g. smart phone, USB, Bluetooth, etc.) in order to display the content of the tag. This app
also enables users to perform various actions on the tags, such as displaying contact details or launching a mobile application.
GoToTags Windows App Crack Features: Read and Write NFC Tags - You can read and write NDEF formatted NFC tags using
GoToTags. - Your NFC reader must be connected to the computer in order to use the app. - You can use the app in order to
scan a variety of NFC tags with the exception of the Muvi Tag. - You can also use the app to write multiple different NDEF
formatted tags to the same tag. Automate NFC Tag Actions - You can use GoToTags to automate NFC tag actions. For instance,
you can make the app open a website in your browser when you read a tag with the URL - GoToTags will open a website if it
can open one using the AppChooser library. If it cannot, the AppChooser will open a browser. - You can use the app in order to
add and edit NFC tag actions. - New actions can be added using the Add New Action button. - The default action is the only one
defined by the app, but users can edit it. Perform Internet Queries - You can use GoToTags to perform Internet queries. For
instance, you can make the app open a website in your browser in order to perform a search in Google. - The app also enables
users to perform a search in Bing. Open Other Applications - When the user reads a tag, the app can open the default browser
and perform the tag action automatically, or open other applications, such as a contact's detail app or a mobile app. Add New
Tag Action - You can use the app to perform various actions on the NFC tag. For instance, you can make the app launch a
contact list or launch a browser. - New actions can be added using the Add New Action button. Save Tags - The app enables
users to save the NFC tags they read. - The tags are saved in the tags folder inside the Application Data folder. - Tags can be
selected and filtered based on various tags elements, such as the UID
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KEYMACRO is a quick, easy-to-use and lightweight notepad which features a streamlined and user-friendly design.
KEYMACRO supports different languages and supports many file types, including TXT, CSV, XML and HTML. Moreover,
the app provides a powerful, fast and smart 'find text' function which helps you quickly locate text in your documents. PRO's
and CON's: Key Macro comes with various unique features such as: • Rapid Text Search • Support for different languages and
file extensions • Multiple buttons for macros • Copy/Paste functions • Dynamic text formatting • On-screen keyboard for
shortcuts • Multithreading and multitasking • Spell checking KEYMACRO uses a powerful search engine to speed up text
searches in documents, providing you with a much faster and more efficient solution than the competition. One of its main
features is that you can type what you want to search for in the search bar, and then it will show you the results directly on the
text editor of KEYMACRO. Key Macro will search on all the visible documents and the images in your desktop as well, so you
can find almost anything in any of your file or documents. You can perform a quick and instant text search of the clipboard
contents by simply selecting the text and typing a few keywords in the search bar. Key Macro's other innovative features include
the ability to execute several functions, batch process and create macros, as well as copy text and images to clipboard. Key
Macro is a quick, easy-to-use and lightweight notepad which features a streamlined and user-friendly design. KEYMACRO is a
notepad that supports many file types, including TXT, CSV, XML and HTML. Key Macro provides you with a smart and fast
'find text' function which helps you quickly locate text in your documents. Key Macro uses a powerful search engine to speed up
text searches in documents, providing you with a much faster and more efficient solution than the competition. KEYMACRO
provides you with several unique features such as: • Rapid Text Search • Support for different languages and file extensions •
Multiple buttons for macros • Copy/Paste functions • Dynamic text formatting • On-screen keyboard for shortcuts •
Multithreading and multitasking • Spell checking KEYMACRO uses a powerful search engine to speed up text searches in
documents, providing you with a much faster and more efficient solution than the competition. • Support 77a5ca646e
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GoToTags Windows NFC App is a handy software solution that was developed in order to help computer users read and create
NFC tags on their PCs without significant efforts. The program is designed to work with a USB or Serial NFC reader in order to
display the content of the tag. This program also enables you to generate new actions in order to perform Internet queries, dial a
phone number, launch a mobile application, open a contact's details and even set its behavior to perform the first tag action
automatically when the NFC tag is read. This app features support for various elements of the NFC chip. Some of them include
the UID, the NFC chip type, whether or not the target tag has been NDEF formatted or not, whether or not the tag is read-only
or not, the amount of free memory as well as the amount of total memory. A powerful feature of GoToTags Windows NFC
App is that it can integrate with other applications in a seamless manner, making it possible for the app to interact with several
other programs whenever the user interacts with the NFC tag, such as launching an Internet browser to perform a query or
seeking contact data in Microsoft Outlook. Description: GoToTags Windows NFC App is a handy software solution that was
developed in order to help computer users read and create NFC tags on their PCs without significant efforts. The program is
designed to work with a USB or Serial NFC reader in order to display the content of the tag. This program also enables you to
generate new actions in order to perform Internet queries, dial a phone number, launch a mobile application, open a contact's
details and even set its behavior to perform the first tag action automatically when the NFC tag is read. This app features
support for various elements of the NFC chip. Some of them include the UID, the NFC chip type, whether or not the target tag
has been NDEF formatted or not, whether or not the tag is read-only or not, the amount of free memory as well as the amount
of total memory. A powerful feature of GoToTags Windows NFC App is that it can integrate with other applications in a
seamless manner, making it possible for the app to interact with several other programs whenever the user interacts with the
NFC tag, such as launching an Internet browser to perform a query or seeking contact data in Microsoft Outlook. Description:
GoToTags Windows NFC App is a handy software solution that was developed in order to help computer users read and create
NFC tags on their PCs without significant efforts. The program is designed

What's New in the?

Download GoToTags Windows NFC App on Softpedia and start to read NFC tags with ease. Your phone will display the
content of the NFC tag in a neat user interface. A helpful app that you can use to perform NFC actions without having to install
additional apps. You can even scan the NFC tags on your Windows PC. GoToTags Windows NFC App has a well-organized and
intuitive interface that allows you to view the content of the tag effortlessly. It is designed to be a handy application that will
make it easy for you to read and generate actions on NFC tags. Furthermore, it has been designed to have a powerful integration
with other applications in order to offer a seamless experience to the user, and it will offer support for various NFC chip
elements. Features: Read NFC tags effortlessly, without having to install additional applications Configure multiple tags or even
add new tags to the list Seek contact data in Microsoft Outlook Use NFC for Internet browsing Launch a mobile application Set
a specific application to be launched when the tag is read Dynamically generate tags based on the elements you have configured
Use NFC to launch the default browser, create bookmarks, set phone numbers and even launch an app Use NFC to launch
various web services and applications Use NFC for performing online purchases Generate multiple actions based on the NFC
tag attributes Generate new actions as soon as the tag is read Read NFC tags on Windows PC Automatically detect the NFC
reader and automatically switch to the correct mode Automatically enable the USB device when the NFC reader is attached
Automatically detect the NFC chip type Automatically detect the amount of free memory Automatically detect the amount of
total memory Automatically detect the NFC tag type Automatically detect whether the tag is read-only or not Automatically
detect whether the tag is NDEF-formatted or not Automatically detect whether the tag is removable or not Automatically detect
the amount of free space Automatically detect the read/write mode Automatically detect whether the target tag is valid or not
Automatically detect the UID on the tag Automatically detect whether the tag has been formatted or not Automatically detect
whether the target tag is displayed or not Automatically detect the amount of free space on the target tag Automatically detect
the NFC chip type on the target tag Automatically detect the NFC chip type on the NFC reader Automatically generate the
NDEF record format Automatically detect the NFC chip type on the NFC reader Automatically detect the UID on the target tag
Automatically generate the NDEF record format Automatically detect the UID on the target tag Automatically detect the NDEF
format on the target tag Automatically detect the NDEF format on the NFC reader Automatically detect whether the target tag
is valid or not Automatically detect whether the target tag is displayed or not Automatically detect whether the target tag is
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System Requirements For GoToTags Windows App:

Sapphire Radeon RX 580 Nitro+ DirectX 11b API GTX 1060 6GB DirectX 11b API 128GB RAM Windows 7 64 bit or later
Minimum Windows 7 Service Pack 1 Latest Windows 7 Service Pack 1 Minimum: Latest Windows 7 Service Pack 1
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